
WE_Build
The Collaborative Planning Simulation Game

Time is energy, but the construction processes are full of waste!

• 60% of the building time is wasted in waiting for men, machines or 
material

• 30% of the time is wasted in re-works of errors
• 50% probability that the specific building activity will end as scheduled
• 10% of the delivered material are wrong or defective

Lean Construction principles help eliminate the waste and increase the 
efficiency of your construction processes!

WE_Build is a practical training module on the „Collaborative-pull-
planning“ process, to improve the efficiency of your construction work.
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PARTNERS:

The research leading to this training module development was done in the CommONEnergy project 

framework, receiving funding from the European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-

2013) under grant agreement n. 608678

“WE_Build” is the “public name” chosen to advertise the training module towards companies and 

craftsmen foreseen in the “Lean Pool” simulation activity of CommONEnergy.

Do you want to learn how to save time and energy?

And maybe improve at the same time the safety and quality 
of the works?

„Lean construction“ principles helped the most successful companies in the
construction sector save all these resources and quickly become marked
leaders.

One of the most effective tool is „Cooperative pull-planning“, which
dramatically improves the efficiency of the on-site-processes in terms of
schedule, quality, safety and cooperation.

WE_Build is a training course developed in the framework of
„CommONEnergy“, designed to teach this simple management technique. The
course is accessible to people with all level of knowledge (site technicians,
artisans, engineers, project managers) and provides, in just 6 hours of very
practical training, the knowledge to apply the tool on the „next possible
construction work“.
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